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SIGNAGE SOLUTIONS
SIGN & LABEL HOLDERS

Please visit our website for a complete listing of sign / label   
holders and other innovative merchandising solutions!

Coil Mounts
HOW DOES IT WORK?

When it comes to displaying in-store signage, coil mounts give 
you unparalleled flexibility. The coil stretches to accommodate 
shelves up to several inches thick. Reuse it as often as needed. 
It won’t scratch, so it’s perfect for wood and delicate surfaces.

A. Spring Coil with Card Clip  
B. Spring Coil with Extrusion Adapter
C. Great Flexibility

THE EASIEST WAY TO ATTACH SIGNAGE TO ANY SHELF!
Moulded in clear polycarbonate. Custom colours available.

>> COIL MOUNTS
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Clear Base Holder
CoPoly snap base, 80˚ angle,
2¼” deep. Cut to length required.
Fits with clear signholder.

SHC055CLEAR

Clear T-Base Holder
CoPoly snap base, 90˚ angle,
4¼” deep. Cut to length required.
Fits with clear signholder.

SHE3094CLEAR

Clear Signholder
Can be used with adhesive or base 
holders. Has thumbnotch for easy sign 
removal and stoppers so signs can be 
used horizontally or vertically and cards 
will not slip out. 
2”x 6” SHO26CLEAR
4”x 6” SHO46CLEAR

  

Clear Signholder Solutions
HOW DOES IT WORK?

SALE
SALE

SALESALE

Clear Signholder with
Clear Base Holder

A. Clear Signholder with
Clear T-Base Holder

B.

>> CLEAR SIGNHOLDERS SOLUTIONS

Coil Mount with Gripper Applied
Holds paper or plastic signs. (Moulded in 
durable plastic).

SHA064

Hang it from a Mount it to a wire  
fence or bin

Free-standing Mount it to a Mount it to the face 
of a shelf

Slide it under
product display

Universal Label Holder
If your’re looking for a shelf ticket holder that does it all, look no further. 
With no less than six distinct functions, this Marketing Impact innovation 

Standard colour is white. Custom colours available. SHE2178

>> SHELF TICKET MOULDINGS

SHE2248CLEAR

Hinged Extrusion
Holds 1¼” labels. Mounts 

” glass.

Double Label Holder
Moulded in white PVC. Various  
mounting makes this holder very 

Clear Universal Label Holder
Holds both labels and cards
2.5” high with a standard width
of 4.25”

to wire or up to 

SHE2031CLEAR

SHE2380WHITE

SHC070CLEARHolds 3" Label

Large Hinged Extrusion
Clips into C-channel shelf front,
hangs from a wire bin or clips to
a flat shelf.

versatile.

Wire Clip Holder
Attach the Universal Label holder to display from a wire rack.

SHE2379WHITE04

4” long

Shovel Base Holder
Attach to the Universal Label holder to this base to display from the edge of
a shelf.

SHE2378WHITE04

4” long

is truly universal. Holds one to two shelf tickets.

wire frame position C-Channel

Choose from our stock extrusions, or let us design the part you need. All shelf ticket mouldings 
come in standard 48" lengths. Custom lengths available.


